CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Job Title:

Mower Operator

Apply at:

Human Resources Department, City Hall, 601 Gloucester St., (2nd Floor) Brunswick, GA 31520, an
Equal Opportunity Employer or online at http://brunswickga.org/jobs.html

Apply by:

Until Filled

Job Summary
Under direction of a field supervisor, operates motorized mowing equipment and performs a variety of semiskilled or unskilled labor, as needed. Monitors equipment for safe operation, makes adjustments, and
performs incidental equipment maintenance. Work is performed with relative independence, but is reviewed
regularly for quality, quantity, safety of operation, and care of equipment. Work is evaluated through
personal observation for timeliness of completed assignments and proper operation of equipment. Performs
other work as requested in support of organizational objectives and to meet customer needs.
Essential Functions of the Job
1.
Operates motorized mowing equipment.
2.
Checks equipment each day before beginning work to ensure that it is serviced with gas, oil, water,
and lubricants; checks adjustments, belts, hoses, and tires; performs minor repairs and makes minor
adjustments to equipment, as necessary; sees that maintenance and major repairs are performed.
3.
Clears area of debris, trash, and other obstacles before mowing.
4.
Performs or assists with a variety of landscaping work.
5.
Assists in maintaining a chemical herbicide program to control undesirable vegetation along road,
right-of-ways, other green spaces and properties. Applies fertilizer and other lawn chemicals; may
rake leaves and prepare flower beds;
7.
Secures equipment in appropriate place(s) following usage; returns equipment clean.
8.
Works as a member of a team performing a variety of grounds and building maintenance work, as
needed. May serve as crew leader when needed.
Other Tasks and Responsibilities
May performs other related duties as assigned and as able, in support of customer needs and
organizational objectives.
Knowledge, Skills, Abilities, and Other Characteristics
1.
Knowledge of the operation of light motorized mowing equipment.
2.
Skill and ability to operate motorized mowing equipment and hand-held grounds maintenance
equipment safely and efficiently.
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Ability to understand and carry out oral and written instructions. Ability to give oral reports of
work progress.
Ability to service equipment daily and perform basic maintenance, to monitor the operation of
equipment, to make adjustments, and to make operating repairs.
Ability to establish and maintain productive working relationships with co-workers and supervisors.
Ability to work as a part of a team and to supervise others, as necessary. Ability to communicate
effectively with co-workers, crew members, supervisors, customers, and others.
Ability to develop and maintain effective interpersonal working relationships with customers and coworkers.
Willingness and ability to demonstrate commitment to the job, team and organization. Ability to serve as a
positive role model.
Ability to help create a positive work environment which encourages individual and team growth and
development. Ability to assist in positive conflict resolution.
Ability to manage time and resources such that deadlines are met.
Ability to give and accept direction.
Ability to gather and deploy resources appropriate for the task.
Ability to anticipate problems and proactively resolve them.
Ability to successfully implement policies and procedures and lead others to do the same.
Ability to apply problem solving skills, considering all reasonable alternatives, and make recommendations
for problem resolution.
Ability to work independently, as well as with a team, and to follow through to task completion.

Ability and willingness to work with a variety of equipment and to perform a variety of manual and
semi-skilled tasks.
Ability to safely perform the physical requirements of the job including walking, standing, sitting,
bending, stooping or kneeling for extended periods of time. Ability to push, pull, and lift up to 50
pounds and to carry for a distance of 20 feet. Ability to climb ladders and stairs. Ability to work in an
environment exposed to dust, dirt, all weather conditions, and occasional hazards associated with
working with pesticides and other lawn maintenance chemicals. Ability to hear, see, and to
communicate with others.
Ability to work independently and follow through to task completion without close supervision.
Knowledge of the geography of the City or ability to quickly learn.
Willingness and ability to perform other duties as assigned in support or organizational objectives and
to meet customer needs.

Minimum Requirements (Education, Experience, Training, Certifications/Licenses)
High School diploma, or equivalent, supplemented by six (6) months experience operating
motorized mowing equipment; or an equivalent combination of training and experience. Ability
to read, write, and communicate effectively and to carry out verbal and written instructions.
Ability to work outdoors and to perform strenuous physical work. Ability to develop and
maintain effective working relationships and to work as a member of a team. Possession of
safe driving record and valid class C driver's license. Experience making minor mechanical
repairs desired. Motor Vehicle Records and Criminal History check, and pre-employment drug
screening and physical exam required.

